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Discover it!  

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. How many lines? How many blue lines? 
Are the lines all the same length/distance apart? Is the blue line the same length as the 
green line? 

 Place objects between the lines. Remove an object. Can pupils tell you what is missing? 
 How many blocks/cars/steps long is the green line? How many cars apart are the lines? 
 Can pupils stretch/jump to the next line? Can pupils stretch/jump to the red line? 
 Can pupils draw along the line? 

Explore it! 

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. Are the lines parallel or perpendicular? 
 Who can jump/throw the furthest? Car/rocket races – which car goes the furthest? 

Measure it. 
 What unit would you measure the lines in? How long/far apart are the lines? 
 Place objects on different lines. Are they the same distance apart? Which objects are 

the furthest apart? How do you know? 
 Sort shapes into piles using the lines to separate them. Create a block graph. 

Solve it! 

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. There are more blue lines than green 
lines. True or false? Prove it. What fraction of the lines are blue? 

 If the pattern repeated, what colour would the 8th line be? 
 Place objects on different lines and ask true or false questions, e.g. The red shoes are 

closer together than the blue shoes. True or false? How do you know? Prove it. 
 Place objects between the lines. Which is the odd one out? Why? 
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Discover it!  

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. How many lines? How many blue lines?  
 Walk along the lines. Run to a blue line. 
 How many blocks/cars/steps long is this line?  
 Can pupils walk/draw/keep their car along the line? 

Explore it! 

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. Are both the blue lines the same 
length? Are the lines parallel or perpendicular? Can you find a right-angle? 

 Run to a line with a right-angle. 
 What unit would you measure the lines in? How long are the lines? 
 Can you copy the line accurately? 
 Can you find a longer/shorter line? 
 Which line do you think is the longest/shortest? Check it. 

Solve it! 

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. There are more blue lines than green 
lines. The red line is longer than the green line. True or false? Prove it. What fraction of 
the lines are blue? Can you find any perpendicular lines/acute angles/obtuse/reflex? 

 Can you find another line the same length? What colour is it? 
 The red lines are shortest. True or false? Prove it.  
 What’s the same/different about these two lines? 
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Discover it!  

 Use mathematical language to discuss the coloured dots. How many dots? How many 
blue dots? Are the dots all the same distance apart? Are there more blue or red dots? 

 Place objects between the dots. Remove an object. Can pupils tell you what is missing? 
 How many blocks/cars/steps apart are the dots? 
 Can pupils stretch/jump to the next dot? Can pupils stretch/jump to the red dot? 
 Can pupils join up the dots? 

Explore it! 

 Use mathematical language to discuss the dots. Follow instructions – Put your right foot 
on a blue dot, your left hand on a red dot/jump to the next green dot. 

 Who can jump/throw the furthest? Car/rocket races – which car goes the furthest? 
Measure it. 

 What unit would you measure between the dots in? How far apart are the dots? 
 Join the dots up to make a grid. Number each square. Use co-ordinates to locate 

objects on the grid, e.g. What is in 3C? Draw a face in 4D. 
 Can pupils use the dots to draw a square? A triangle? 
 Can pupils copy a dot to dot picture on the playground? 

 

Solve it! 

 Use mathematical language to discuss the lines. There are more blue dots than green 
dots. True or false? Prove it. What fraction of the dots are blue? 

 If the pattern repeated, what colour would the 5th line of dots be? 
 How many squares can you find? How many triangles? Can you draw a square 2 dots 

wide? 3 dots wide?  
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Discover it!  

 Stand in front of the mirror and use mathematical language to discuss what you see 
when you move body parts, e.g. lift your right arm. 

 Hold a shape/picture at right angles to the mirror. What can you see? What happens if 
you tilt the shape? Can you draw what you can see? 

Explore it! 

 Stand opposite a partner on the symmetry line. Mirror what they do, e.g. raise the right 
arm, step onto the red dot. 

 Have a symmetry dance competition 
 Place shapes/objects on the symmetry dots. Can you mirror the arrangement on the 

other side of the symmetry line? 
 Draw the arrangement onto squared paper 

Solve it! 

 Explore objects placed either side of the symmetry line. Is it symmetrical? What is in 
the wrong place? 

 Look at symmetrical pictures. Are they symmetrical? What is wrong with this picture?   
 Can you find the line of symmetry on a shape/picture? 
 Some shapes have more than one line of symmetry, can you find another line of 

symmetry? 
 Investigate symmetry statements, e.g. All quadrilaterals have 4 lines of symmetry, The 

number of sides on a regular shape is the same as the number of lines of symmetry. 
 

 

 

 


